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Originally designed to sabotage or annihilate websites, computerized “Bots” are increasingly used in mass spamming events, fraud, extortion, identity theft, and software theft. Focusing on the malicious use of bots and bot herder means and motivations, Malicious Bots provides a much needed a resource for understanding the scope, sophistication, and criminal uses of bots and how to more proactively protect against them. Accessibly written, but with sufficient technical detail, the book introduces botnet threats and how they function and examines the top bot attacks against financial and government networks over the last four years to reveal the who, how, and why behind them.     
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C++ How to Program (7th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	For Introduction to Programming (CS1) and other more intermediate courses covering programming in C++. Also appropriate as a supplement for upper-level courses where the instructor uses a book as a reference for the C++ language.


	 


	This best-selling...
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Managing Mission - Critical Domains and DNS: Demystifying nameservers, DNS, and domain namesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will give you an all encompassing view of the domain name ecosystem combined with a comprehensive set of operations strategies. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Manage infrastructure, risk, and management of DNS name servers. Get hands-on with factors like types of name servers, DNS queries and and...
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Migrating to Drupal 7Packt Publishing, 2012

	Both new and seasoned users of the Drupal content management framework want

	to migrate content from other websites and sources into the Drupal system. You

	may have a website built in a different codebase and database system that you want

	to move into Drupal. As long as that system allows for exporting of data into CSV,

	RSS and/or...
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Photoshop CS4 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Master the powerhouse of image-editing software
Photoshop is the industry leader in image editing software and this bestselling Photoshop reference shows you why in spades. Packed with over a thousand pages of step-by-step instructions, techniques, and tricks, this essential book covers everything — from the basics to using effects to...
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Understanding Tcp/ip: A Clear And Comprehensive GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
This book covers in detail the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model and the TCP/IP protocols that operate that different layers. Its coverage includes various application protocols. The authors explain in an easy-to-read style networking concepts and protocols, with examples that make the book a practical guide in addition to its...
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JavaScript: Object-Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2017

	It may seem that everything that needs to be written about JavaScript has already

	been written. However, JavaScript is changing rapidly. ECMAScript 6 has the

	potential to transform the language and how we code in it. Node.js has changed

	the way we write servers in JavaScript. Newer ideas such as React and Flux will

	drive the next...
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